We have already given a warm welcome to Volumes I and 2 of this work (Proceedings, 1957, 50, 114). The subjects of the present volume form an interesting contrast in that the first part deals with well-standardized operations on the rectum and anus, and the second with the surgery of the thorax, including-such recently developed operations as the closure of atrial septal defects. In the section on the surgery of the rectum and anus, it will be a source of pleasure and confidence to readers that the St. Mark's school is so strongly represented in Lloyd-Davies, Goligher, and Lockhart-Mummery. There is little calling for critical comment,
but perhaps proctoscopy is too banal a procedure for inclusion in a work of this kind, and we would have been personally happier if exteriorization rather than excision of pilonidal sinus had been described. The excision operation is responsible for much unnecessary morbidity in the form of prolonged and uncertain healing. In the section on fistula-inano, we welcome the use of the much more logical term of ischio-rectal fistula instead of ano-rectal fistula. In the treatment of rectal prolapse we wonder whether the editorial policy of getting the contributor to describe fully merely the operation he thinks the best is not an undue simplification of a very difficult problem.
In the section on the thorax, we are glad to see among the contributors the names of such British pioneers as Holmes Sellors and Franklin. We are sorry, however, not to see Sir Russell Brock's name, though in compensation his junior colleagues of the Guy's school are well represented. It is interesting to see how quickly operations have become standardized which only a few years ago were breath-taking advances. The operation of mitral valvotomy so admirably described by Belcher is an outstanding example. A similar criticism to that made above on the treatment of prolapse of the rectum might perhaps also be made about the chapter on the treatment of reflux cesophagitis. We wonder, too, whether the section on methods of obtaining ideal conditions for open heart surgery is not as yet a little too premature for dogmatic description in an operative surgery textbook. These are, however, relatively minor criticisms, and the main impression left by this third volume is that it has fully satisfied the high expectations aroused by the first two volumes. This very readable book covers a wide field of physiological and experimental medicine, a field which is largely neglected in the average student's education. The examination of many of the beliefs which appear in the average textbook on the functions of the lymphatics and lymph nodes shows that in many cases experimental evidence of their incorrectness has been available for several decades without apparently penetrating very far into the main body of opinion. Some of the problems discussed in this book are complicated by the variation between species and what is true for the cat is not necessarily true for the human lymph system. The arrangement follows the orderly system of an initial general survey of the anatomy and geography of the lymphatic system. The next chapter is on the formation of lymph and this inevitably entails consideration of the extracellular body fluid and its distribution in the body. The first real step forward in the understanding of the production of lymph followed Starling's paper in 1896 and his original concepts have stood the test of time.. One point which is well brought out is the universal presence of protein in the fluid filtered through the capillaries and experiments are quoted showing how the quantity of this protein in the normal dog may vary from 200 mg. to nearly 800 mg. per 100 ml. in varying states of activity. Using the modern electrophoretic techniques, it is shown that this protein corresponds closely to the plasma proteins. When the volume of the extracellular fluid is considered, it becomes obvious that a very large protein pool exists outside the vascular system and, in fact, the amount of protein in the pool is usually greater than the amount in the blood. The return of the protein to the circulation occurs via the various lymph ducts which drain into the vascular system, of which the thoracic duct is best known. Practically the whole of the protein circulating in the vascular system filters through the capillaries and returns through lymph ducts about once every day. The factors affecting the rate of filtration of lymph through the capillaries are discussed, and in particular, oxygen lack.
In the next chapter, the lymphatic systems of the body, alimentary tract, liver, skin, kidney, bones, &c., and the manner of their function in disease is described. The following chapter deals with the rate of flow, the pressure, and the composition of lymph, and useful tables are given of the quantities of the various electrolytes and non-electrolytes found in lymph.
